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risks useful for genetic counselling". It does all these
things successfully. There are chapters on central
nervous system malformations, phacomatoses and
tumours, cerebral degenerative disorders of child-
hood (by E M Brett), extrapyramidal disorders,
muscle disease, peripheral neuropathies, hereditary
ataxias and paraplegias, disorders of DNA repair,
multifactorial inheritance and neurological disease
(including multiple sclerosis), and dementia and
epilepsy.
Each disorder or group of disorders is covered by

a brief clinical description, a critical analysis of the
relevant genetic data, and information concerning
recurrence risks. This is a very practical book, and
the author attempts to answer the frequently asked
questions about variation in severity in a number of
diseases, for example, neurofibromatosis and the
hereditary motor and sensory neuropathies. She
does not attempt to include every rare neurogenetic
disorder, but concentrates on common or important
clinical problems. There is very little with which to
quibble and there are no major omissions.

Clinical geneticists will find this volume extremely
useful; paediatricians and neurologists at all levels
will want to refer to it often enough to think about
buying their own copy.

A E HARDING

Biofuture. Confronting the Genetic Era
By Burke K Zimmerman. (Pp xi + 305; figures +
tables. $16-95.) New York, London: Plenum Press.
1984.

This is a rather wordy account of the past, present,
and possible future of biotechnology. Dr Zimmer-
man uses a personal and chatty style as he intro-
duces his reader to the existing applications of
molecular biology in all walks of life and then goes
on to speculate on how developments in these
various fields may be used for better or for worse in
time to come. His thesis ranges from the selection of
human characteristics such as intelligence and be-
haviour, to the awesome prospects of biological
warfare and control of the ageing process.
There is much in this text to be commended.

Fascinating snippets of gossip are interspersed with
erudite expositions of scientific achievement and
one imagines that Dr Zimmerman would be a most
entertaining guest on a late night chat show. His
treatise is stimulating, provocative, and, as was
intended, disturbing. However, one suspects that
much of the impact of this book will be diminished
on two counts. Firstly, the author's facility with
words is matched by his fondness for applying them

to the extent that it is. sometimes difficult to follow
his train of thought. Secondly, it is not clear for
whom this book is intended since it is in parts too
technical for the lay reader but too basic for the well
informed.

In summary this is a thoughtful and balanced
account of molecular genetics and its wider implica-
tions which will provide pleasant light reading for
those involved in medical genetics. It would not,
however, rank as a high priority purchase.

I D YOUNG

Black Caribs. A Case Study in Biocultural Adaptation
Current Developments in Anthropological Genetics
Volume 3. Edited by M H Crawford. (Pp xvii + 395;
figures + tables. $59-50.) New York, London:
Plenum. 1984.

This volume presents the results of an intensive
investigation of the Black Caribs of the coast of
Honduras and St Vincent Island. The Black Caribs
or Garifuna derive from a mixture of West African
slaves with Arawak and Carib Indians on the island
of St Vincent between 1517 and 1646, and most of
the surviving population were transported to the
mainland in 1797 where, as their numbers grew,
they spread out to found settlements along the
Caribbean coast.
The first part of this book is devoted to historical,

social, cultural, and demographic details, and shows
both the advantages and the disadvantages of this
population for study. The linear distribution of small
settlements along the coast provides what seems to be
a model situation for examining unidimensional gene
flow; its utilisation is inhibited by the cultural habits
of the population, widespread travelling, the system
of consanguineal households which provide stability
in the absence of permanent males, and the difficul-
ties of obtaining accurate demographic information.
Part 2 deals with morphology. The data on growth
show that there are real biological differences
associated with the ethnic divisions that exist. The
Garifuna children are consistently smaller and less
well nourished than the sympatric Creole, with less
efficient weaning, greater frequencies of chronic
diarrhoea, and episodes of hospitalisation, leading
to early differential mortality, not only within the
population but also between the populations. There
is an interesting contrast in the differentiation of the
two populations by skin colour and anthropometry
with the homogeneity shown by the dental and
dermatoglyphic data. Blood pressure data are ex-
amined by an interesting combination of methods,
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hybrid analysis and familial aggregation, to show the
extent of genetic influence.
The third section is devoted to genetics. There are

chapters on the blood groups, haemoglobins, and
some plasma protein and enzyme polymorphisms,
all of which clearly support the ethnohistorical
hypothesis that the Black Caribs are primarily an
Amerindian-African amalgam while the Creoles are
an African-European hybrid group. The chapter on
the abnormal haemoglobins finds no differences in
fertility achieved by sickle cell carrier women
compared with normal homozygous women. There
is clear heterogeneity of the S gene frequency
among the seven communities tested, and this
appears to be associated partly with the level of
malarial infestation. The implication is that selection
is intensely rapid, or that migration cannot have
been totally random with respect to abnormal
haemoglobin, or that one's ability to withstand the
effects of malaria affects the decision whether to
migrate and whither. The fertility data unfortu-
nately take no account of the second parent nor of
the duration of the union. The serogenetic characters
allow exploration of detailed hypotheses of
admixture. The final chapter in this section draws
together the genetic and historical parts of the study.
Founder effect, drift, and admixture are regarded as
sufficient to explain the present genetic characteris-
tics of the Black Caribs and of the heterogeneity that
exists among their several communities. Not only
does history help to explain the population's genetic
structure, but the genetic structure also clarifies the
historical reconstruction.
From this remarkable and full study of the Black

Caribs and their neighbours, the Creoles, a great
deal is achieved-establishment of the extent of
individual variation within each of the populations,
the extent and pattern of the variation between
communities with populations, how it varies from
one characteristic to another, and how it relates to
the ethnohistory. The study shows the improvement
in depth of understanding that comes with multi-
disciplinary investigation by comparison with that
obtained from each individual enquiry. There were
four original objects: to estimate the admixture in
the population, to measure genetic microdifferentia-
tion, to elucidate the ethnohistory, and to under-
stand the inheritance of complex morphological
features. The first and third are largely attained, the
second leads to a major outstanding question of how
to account for the different heterogeneity between
different groups of characters, while the fourth
clearly calls for further enquiry. Yet despite the
enormous amount achieved, the work should be
regarded as the beginning rather than the end. One
chapter that remains to be written is that on genetic

disorders, for it is obvious that a clinical geneticist
would find much of interest in this population.
Another is on epidemiology, for the types of
questions asked of the data so far collected could be
expected to be equally profitable when asked of
morbidity data. The nature of the breeding pattern
of the population itself, giving multiple half sibs,
provides an excellent opportunity for further
analysis of quantitative data. But one essential
requirement is missing, namely accurate documenta-
tion and registration. The book shows what has been
achieved without this, and provides a model for
initial studies of hybrid and transplanted popula-
tions in the future. How much more informative will
the population be when this is available!

D F ROBERTS

Perinatal Epidemiology
Edited by M B Bracken. (Pp xx + 550; figures +
tables. £40.00.) New York, Oxford: Oxford Uni-
versity Press. 1984.

This book is an attempt to provide a broadly based
overview of the results and methods of perinatal
epidemiology. It originated from the perceived need
for a contemporary and comprehensive text for
students taking the Yale course in perinatal
epidemiology. But its appeal is more widespread: it
would be a very useful reference work for clinicians
and epidemiologists alike, particularly for those
working in the areas of obstetrics and paediatrics,
but also for those in related disciplines, in particular
medical genetics.
An important feature of the book is its division

into two parts, of which the former describes the
results of existing work, and the latter deals with
methodological issues which could very profitably
be taken into account by those planning future
investigations. These two parts are deliberately kept
separate, and rightly so, for they are conceptually
quite distinct. No sense of a deleterious lack of
continuity results. Indeed, the degree of cohesion
generally is good, considering that such a book is
necessarily a multi-author work.

It would be difficult to lay down boundaries for
the ambit of perinatal epidemiology. Among geneti-
cally determined disorders evident at birth, only
chromosomal abnormalities are dealt with in this
volume. There are chapters on infertility and
termination, but the form and quantification of the
pattern of reproduction in whole populations are not
dealt with. The book would be of use to the clinician
who wished to plan a prospective investigation of
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